The new TAMA S.L.P. drum kit series is inspired by the same concept as the S.L.P. snare drum series, which has gained global acceptance for the distinctive sonic characteristic offered by each specific model. Mirroring this concept, the new drum kit series offers three individual and unique drum sets: Studio Maple, Dynamic Kapur and Fat Spruce. This new series supports TAMA’s continued vision to provide innovative concepts and unique voices for drummers in search of individual and fresh expressions.

The Studio Maple kit is designed with 100% Maple shells that are fitted with TAMA’s Sound Focus Rings on the shell interior and equipped with 100% Maple wood hoops on all shell exteriors. By using maple extensively throughout the drum set, this kit speaks with a rich and dense sonic voice, full of warmth and articulation. While great for performing live, this model really excels in the studio environment, especially in musical settings calling for thick, rich and warm sounds.

Suggested musical styles: R&B, Classic Rock, Country & POP

**FEATURES:**
- All Maple shell with Sound Focus Ring (TT/FT) 6ply, 5mm / (BD) 8ply, 6mm
- Maple wood hoop
- Dynamic Bearing Edge
- Direct Flexi-Mount
- Starclassic lug
- Evans G1 Coated head

**LMP52RTLGSSE**
22" BD 5pc shell kit
Drums Included:
16" x 22" BD with base mount,
7" x 10" TT, 8" x 12" TT,
14" x 14" FT, 16" x 16" FT

**LMP42RTLGSSE**
22" BD 4pc shell kit
Drums Included:
16" x 22" BD with base mount,
7" x 10" TT, 8" x 12" TT, 16" x 16" FT

Add-on Drum
**LMPF14DGSE**
14" x 14" Floor Tom

All Maple shell with Sound Focus Ring (TT/FT) 6ply, 5mm / (BD) 8ply, 6mm
Wood Hoop
NEW Direct-Flexi Mount
The Fat Spruce kit features 100% Spruce shells, which is an uncommon wood used in drum building, but widely regarded for musical instruments (acoustic guitar) for its warmth, response and resonance. The drum community embraced spruce’s tonal attributes after TAMA released the S.L.P. Fat Spruce snare drum in 2017. Spruce’s sonic profile offers a naturally balanced tone with a very warm and smooth mid-range frequency. The distinctive and swirling wood grain pattern adds a layer of visual complexity and beauty. TAMA elected to outfit the toms with die-cast hoops to promote tonal clarity and a focused attack. This kit is very well-suited for organic music styles, including Indie Rock, R&B, Blues and Jazz.

**Suggested musical styles:** Jazz, Ballad, R&B & Indie Rock

**FEATURES:**
- All Spruce shell
  (TT/FT) 6ply, 5mm / (BD) 8ply, 7mm
- Die-Cast hoop
- Dynamic Bearing Edge
- Direct Flexi-Mount
- Brass tube lug
- Evans G1 Coated head

**LSP30CSTWS**
20” BD 3pc shell kit
Drums Included:
14” x 20” BD with base mount,
8” x 12” TT, 14” x 14” FT
*Add-on drums not available

NEW Direct-Flexi Mount
This Direct Flexi-Mount utilizes a two-piece structure – a plate that is mounted to the shell, and another piece that receives the L-rod of a tom holder/stand. These two parts are hinged together using a steel shaft, allowing some slight horizontal play when striking the drum. This controls the vibration of the shell while still allowing it to resonate more freely than traditional direct-to-shell mounts. This in turn provides smooth decay for a clear sound that draws out the intrinsic characteristics of the shell material.
The Dynamic Kapur kit features 100% Kapur shells, which is a relatively new drum shell material. Sonically, Kapur delivers an open, lively and warm sound with outstanding projection. TAMA paired the Kapur with its Sound Arc Hoops to offer plenty of attack with moderately controlled overtones for sonic clarity during intricate tom patterns. Because of its articulate sound and enhanced attack, this kit works very well for rock, funk, fusion and gospel. The high volume dynamic potential also lends itself perfectly to rock genres.

**Suggested musical styles:** Rock, Funk, Fusion & Gospel

**FEATURES:**
- All Kapur Shell
  - (TT/FT) 6ply, 5mm (BD) 7ply, 6mm
- Sound Arc hoop
- Dynamic Bearing Edge
- Star-Mount
- Brass tube lug
- Evans G1 Coated head
- Finish: Black Kapur Burst (KPB)

---

**S.L.P. 6.5" x 14" DYNAMIC KAPUR SNARE**

**FEATURES:**
- 6ply, 5mm Kapur shell
- Sound Arc hoop (8 hole)
- Brass tube lug
- Starclassic snare wire (MS20SN14S)
- Evans G1 Coated / snare side
- Finish: Black Kapur Burst (KPB)

**LKP1465KPB**
SUPERSTAR HYPER-DRIVE DUO

This new Superstar Hyper-Drive Duo is a unique and exciting series which will bring new value to the current drumming world. The key component of this series is the 10” x 14” snare drum, which we call the “Duo Snare”. This drum is unique not only because of its uncommon 10” depth, but also because it is equipped with floor tom legs and brackets. You can tune this drum low and place it where the first floor tom would traditionally go. As such, the snare can function as a low/deep snare with the snares engaged, or as a 14” floor tom with the snares off. This can lead to many unique phrasing opportunities.

FEATURES:
- All Maple shell with Black Nickel shell hardware (TT/FT) 6ply, 5mm / (BD) 8ply, 7mm
- Includes 10” x 14” Duo snare with Starclassic floor tom legs
- Aluminum Star-Cast mounting system
- Die-Cast hoop
- Available finishes: Flat Black Vertical Stripe (FBV) Satin Blue Vertical Stripe (SBV) Satin Silver Vertical Stripe (SSV)

ML40HZBN2
20” BD 4pc shell kit
Drums Included:
16” x 20” BD, 7” x 12” TT, 14” x 16” FT, 10” x 14” Duo snare, MC69 single tom attachment

ML52HZBN2
22” BD 5pc shell kit
Drums Included:
16” x 22” BD, 6.5” x 10” TT, 7” x 12” TT, 14” x 16” FT, 10” x 14” Duo Snare, MC69 Single Tom Attachment x 2

ML40HZBN2FBV
Flat Black Vertical Stripe

ML52HZBN2SSV
Satin Silver Vertical Stripe

NEW FOR 2018
The new "Club-JAM" adopts some ideas from vintage kits, such as a cymbal holder mounted directly on the bass drum shell and curved bass drum spurs, further setting it apart from the typical compact kit. Focused yet deep sound from Mersawa / Poplar hybrid shell is just right for small and intimate gigs. Its compact size and configuration make it ideal for working drummers, and it fits comfortably on just about any stage.

**FEATURES:**
- 6ply 7mm Mersawa / Poplar hybrid shell
- Compact sizes for easy transport
- Natural wood hoops for bass drum
- Bass drum mounted cymbal holder is included
- Carrying bag set available (sold separately)
- Lacquer finish: Satin Blonde (SBO)
- Wrap finishes: Aqua Blue (AQB)
  Charcoal Mist (CCM)

**LJL48SSBO**
CLUB-JAM lacquer kit
Drums Included:
12" x 18" BD, 7" x 10" TT, 7" x 14" FT,
5" x 13" SD, BD mounted cymbal holder

**LJK48S**
CLUB-JAM Wrap kit
Drums Included:
12" x 18" BD, 7" x 10" TT, 7" x 14" FT,
5" x 13" SD, BD mounted cymbal holder

**LJK48SCCM**
Charcoal Mist

**LJK48SAQB**
Aqua Blue

**DSS48LJ**

---

**LJL48SSBO**
Satin Blonde

**LJK48SAQB**
Aqua Blue
The STAR Drums series’ first metal snare features a hand hammered copper shell. In addition to a mid-low end with tons of volume, the hand hammered shell creates a deeply harmonic overtone. A slightly smaller diameter hammer is used on the edge of the shell, compared with the hammer that is used on the center. This approach gives a little extra sturdiness to the edge portion, and contributes to the snare’s fat sound and rich resonance. To complement the shell, TAMA used an original 2.3mm brass “Customized Flanged Hoop”. The edge of this hoop is slightly shaved down compared with their standard flanged hoop, producing a sharper and brighter attack. The combination of these two different characteristics – warm, rich resonance with sharp, bright attack – results in a totally new and original sound, unlike any other metal snares.
THE CLASSIC PEDAL

VINTAGE INSPIRED PEDAL WITH
NATURAL FEEL & RESPONSE

• Center strike height adjust
• Easy access spring adjustment
• The Classic Beater
• Easy-Tight hoop clamp
• Smooth surface footboard

HP50

Center Strike Height Adjust
By simply loosening the square head bolt of the side pillar, you can change the height of the beater shaft. This makes it possible to have the beater strike the center of the bass drum without using a bass drum lifter or adjusting the length of the beater.

THE CLASSIC STAND

HI-HAT STAND

• Smooth surface classic style footboard
• Stabilized base section
• Flat base single braced leg design
• Individual spring tension & footboard angle adjustment
• Size when folded: upper section 19.7" - base section 23.6"
• Weight: 5.1lb

HH55F

Stabilized base section & Single braced leg design
Individual spring tension & footboard angle adjustment
Knurling on base pipe
THE CLASSIC STAND

SNARE STAND
- Classic style basket
- Double braced arms
- Gearless tilter
- Regular tripod leg design
- 19.1mm diameter base section tubing
- Adjustable height range: 23.2"-15.4"
- Size when folded: 23.6"
- Weight: 3.8lb

SINGLE TOM STAND
- Classic style basket
- Single braced arms
- Gearless tilter
- Flat base leg design
- 19.1mm diameter base section tubing
- Adjustable height range: 34.3"-24.4"
- Size when folded:
  - Upper section 23.6"
  - Base section 18.2"
- Weight: 4.0lb

HARDWARE KIT
- HC52F cymbal stand (x2)
- HH55F hi-hat stand
- HS50S snare stand
- Carrying bag (26.4" x 7.1" x 7.5")
- Weight: 17.7lb
NEW FINISHES
• Raspberry Curly Maple (RRCM)
• Ocean Blue Curly Maple (ROLC)
STAR WALNUT

NEW FINISH
- Indigo Japanese Sen Burst (AIJB)

TW42ZSAIJB
22" BD 4pc shell kit

TW52ZSAIJB
22" BD 5pc shell kit

STARCLASSIC MAPLE EXOTIX

NEW FINISH
- Ruby Pacific Walnut Burst (LRWB)

ME42TZUSLRWB
22" BD 4pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

ME30CMUSLRWB
20" BD 3pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

ME34CZUSLRWB
24" BD 3pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

ME42TZUSLRWB
Ruby Pacific Walnut Burst
STARCLASSIC BUBINGA AND MAPLE

NEW FINISHES
- Flat Deep Green Metallic (FDG)
- Deeper Purple (DPP)

Deeper Purple

BG32RZUS
Starclassic Bubinga 22” BD 3pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

BG42ZUS
Starclassic Bubinga 22” BD 4pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

BG52ZUS
Starclassic Bubinga 22” BD 5pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

MA30CMUS
Starclassic Maple 20” BD 3pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

MA34CZUS
Starclassic Maple 24” BD 3pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

MA42TZUS
Starclassic Maple 22” BD 4pc shell kit with Smoked Black Nickel shell hardware

STARCLASSIC PERFORMER B/B

NEW FINISH
- Lacquered White Oyster (LWO)

Lacquered White Oyster

PS32RZSLWO
22” BD 3pc shell kit

PS42SLW0
22” BD 4pc shell kit

PS52LSLWO
22” BD 5pc shell kit
SUPERSTAR CLASSIC

NEW LACQUER FINISH
• Dark Indigo Burst (DIB)

CL48SDIB
18” BD 4pc shell kit

CL50RSDIB
20” BD 5pc shell kit

CL52KSDIB
22” BD 5pc shell kit

CL72SDIB
22” BD 7pc shell kit

IMPERIALSTAR

NEW FINISH FOR BLACK NICKEL SHELL HARDWARE MODELS
• Sugar White (SGW)

IP52NBCSGW
22” BD 5pc complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals

IP62NBCSGW
22” BD 6pc complete kit with MEINL HCS cymbals
STANDARD SERIES
DRUM BAG SET

DSS72S
Drum bag set for 22"BD 7pc kit
18” x 22” BD, 7” x 8” TT, 8” x 10” TT,
9” x 12” TT, 14” x 14” FT, 16” x 16” FT,
6.5” x 14” SD

DSS50S
Drum bag set for 20"BD 5pc kit
18” x 20” BD, 8” x 10” TT, 9” x 12” TT,
14” x 14” FT, 16” x 16” FT,
6.5” x 14” SD

DSS62S
Drum bag set for 22"BD 6pc kit
18” x 22” BD, 8” x 10” TT, 9” x 12” TT,
14” x 14” FT, 16” x 16” FT, &.5” x 14” SD

DSS48S
Drum bag set for 18"BD 4pc kit
14” x 18” BD, 9” x 12” TT, 14” x 14” FT,
6.5” x 14” SD

STEEL MINI TYMPS

4x10" + 4x12" SET
- Steel shell
- Includes L-rod (LLT) and multi-clamp (MC66) for quick and easy mounting

MT1012ST
Steel Mini Tymps

OAK LAB SERIES
DRUM STICK

The Oak Lab series is an ambitious series trying to expand the new possibilities of sticks by focusing on the unique potential of the Oak material. We have thoroughly analyzed its balance of hardness and weight; which usually leaves the reputation that Oak is hard to control, but has the advantage of high durability. By pursuing original shapes and balance that utilize the hardness and weight we realized high levels of controllability that improve playability without changing the Oak’s feature of high durability.

OLSM
Smash
L: 16 1/2” D: .590”

OLRE
Resonator
L: 16 5/32” D: .600”

OLFA
Fast Blast
L: 16” D: .550”

OLSW
Swingin’
L: 15 7/8” D: .500”

OLFU
Full Balance
L: 16” D: .570”
**HOOP GRIP**

SIMPLE YET FLEXIBLE CLAMP FOR DRUM HOOPS

- Adjustable Claw for various shaped hoops
- Dual Position Rod Holder for more flexible setup

**MC8**
Hoop Grip

**ACCESSORY MOUNT ARM AND Z-RODS**

- **HCA20**
  Accessory Mount Arm

- **ZCB**
  Z-Rod for Cowbell

- **ZCYE**
  Z-Rod for Splash Cymbal

- **ZCYEL**
  Z-Rod for Splash Cymbal (Long)

**TENSION LOCK**

KEEPS DRUM HEAD TENSION WHILE PLAYING

- Perfect Fit Octagonal Hole
- Elastic-Flex O-ring
- Fits Most Drum Hoops
- 10pcs per package

**TTL10**
10pc Tension Lock Pack
Limited Edition
1st CHAIR GLIDE RIDER
COLOR CLOTH TOP SEATS
• Dark Blue (DB)
• Dark Red (DR)

HT550DBCN
Dark Blue cloth top seat

HT550DRCN
Dark Red cloth top seat

Limited Edition
IRON COBRA 600
25TH ANNIVERSARY IRON COBRA JET BLACK PEDALS

HP600DBK
Single pedal

HP600DTWBK
Twin pedal

Power-Strike Cobra Beater
Duo Glide
Double Chain
Connecting Rod